Good news means good series
By Andrea Cañamero
When the afternoons are so long and we usually get lazy on Sundays , I have the solution. The only
thing that you have to do is... WATCH AMERICAN TV SERIES. I know that it is tiring to search the
series their subtitles on Google but I swear that is a fantastic idea in order to have a good time.
You may think that Spanish series are better than the American ones, but I don’t agree. Apart from the
fact that you learn a lot of English watching these series, as you improve your listening, grammar,
vocabulary and so on, the American producers are amazing and they can’t be compared with the
Spanish producers. So, let me tell you a few proposals for you to live up and you will see that I am
right.
These are some of the American series that I’d like to propose as I find them are so good.

BONES
Bones is about a clever woman called Temperance Brennan
( “Bones” ) and his team of investigation ( Angela
Montenegro, Jack Hodgins, Camille Saroyan and Lance
Sweets). They work in Jeffersonian, a well-known centre
of investigation. This centre collaborates and works
together with the FBI (Federal Bureau of Investigation)
and specially with one of their inspectors, Seelley Booth.
Together they solve the most complicated cases and
meanwhile, they have a good relationship. You can’t miss
any of the seven seasons.
•

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RcjZsShCCIQ

FRINGE
The story starts when a strange plane accident happens. An
agent of FBI, who is taking over of the case, request the help
of a scientist, Walter Bishop, who is confined in a psychology
centre for seventeen years. There’s only one way to leave that
place and it is on condition that a close relative accepts it.
Who helps the scientist will be his son, Peter. He didn’t have
any relation with his father. They together start to investigate

some strange events that happen around in a world, called “Observers”.
Four seasons
•

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qBoD5MuUmC8

GLEE
This is an amazing TV series, really. Glee is about a Glee Club
called New Directions in the McKinley High School. In this
club there are different characters with beautiful voices and
strange lives. With the hope to arrive to the Nationals (Glee
club competition) and to be winner, New Directions have
the best performance and fight for to improve their show
and to be somebody important in life.
Your life will be better if you see this TV series.
Three seasons
•

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UPjL3rCN9hE

PRETTY LITTLE LIARS
This is an unusual story. It's about four girls (Aria, Emily, Hanna
and Spencer) that after de disappearance of Alison (their best
friend) separated but, after a year, somebody find Alison's body.
The four girls reunite and after Alison's funeral, they start to
receive different text messages with threats and secrets that only
they know. An a mysterious series with four pretty guys but with
A dark secret that they don't want that anybody know.
You know, if you want to spend a good time, watch it.
2 seasons, the third season is starting on June
•

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SUO8B47XtGY

SUPERNATURAL
This is my favourite TV series in the world and I’d love that you
watched it. It's about two brothers (Sam and Dean Winchester).
After the disappearance of their father and the death of Sam's
girlfriend for a demon, they start a adventure around the USA,
along many villages and cities, to kill all the demons, known as
metamorphos, ghosts and others strange creatures in a world where

good and bad change their roles all the time. Sam and Dean have good friends who help them: Castiel
(an archangel), Bobbie Singer and others hunters. Seven seasons
•

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xXGhjQCIo2Q

THE SECRET CIRCLE
The story is about a girl (Cassie) who after the death of his
mum has to go to live with her grandmother in the town
where there is a big witch secret. There, she meets a lot of
witches. They are girls and boys like herself but she doesn't
know it, so far.. Cassie has big powers and her dark family is
responsible for that
All about Cassie and her live in The Secret Circle.
One season
•

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TpDO8JR-s58

THE VAMPIRE DIARIES
This TV series is about two vampire brothers (Stefan and
demon Salvatore) that come back to their village. There,
they meet Helena Gilbert, a plain girl whose family has a big
secret in the town and vampires also involved. It's a mixture
of drama, science-fiction, comedy, love and passion, lots of
passion. It's a fantastic propose.
Three seasons
•

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fDV7ue3U7zw&feature=related

